Welcome
to our Interim Public Exhibition

Aerial view of the site

Development of Bath Bankside

Our Vision

Thank you for attending our public exhibition on the future regeneration of the Avon Street
Car Park.

To establish a new business address for Bath whilst creating a vibrant, happy
and sustainable “place” for residents and visitors to enjoy.

Bath Bankside forms part of B&NES Council’s plans for the Bath Quays Development
Area and was previously known as Bath Quays North. It is a signiﬁcant redevelopment and
regeneration project located adjacent to Bath City Centre, occupying a key position in the
Bath City Riverside Enterprise Zone.

To successfully deliver an exceptional, innovative, and environmentally
sustainable development that sensitively complements Bath’s UNESCO
World Heritage status, creating a world class, sustainable development and
community of happy people with long term value.

Legal & General were appointed by B&NES Council to create a mixed-use development that
will transform the site with new employment opportunities, new homes, a hotel and new
amenities for the local community and visitors to the city.
The current use of the Site is predominantly as a car park and coach park, contributing
negatively to the character of the Conservation Area and this part of the World Heritage Site.
The adopted Bath Placemaking Plan, sets out the importance of regenerating this site in
order to bring forward a new mixed-use development.
Outline planning permission was granted in April 2019 for a mixed use development, to
include ofﬁce, commercial, retail, hotel and residential uses. Since then detailed designs have
been developed to form part of a Reserved Matters Application to secure detailed planning
permission, which will be submitted in early 2020.
Please take a look through the material on show and speak to members of the project team.
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Excerpts of the Parameter plans, Design Code and Design Guide

Outline Planning Permission

Key Dates

The scheme evolution has been developed in line with the parameter plans and design codes
set by the outline planning permission - Ref: 18/00058/EREG03 (Bath Quays North). The
designs that were approved by B&NES at the time set limits on the amount of ﬂoorspace and
ﬁx scale, massing and layout of buildings. Design codes were also approved, which needs
to be adhered to in developing the details of the buildings.

We are currently working to the following programme:
Early 2020:

Reserved Matters planning submission

Q2 2020:

Closure of the Coach Park

Q3 2020:

Temporary Car Park open

Phasing Plan

Q3 2020:

VP of MSCP

Q3 2020:

Commence on site of Phase 1: plots 1-4

Our proposals are centred on the early delivery of quality, modern ofﬁce space and the new
car park.

Q2 2021:

Commence on site of Phase 1: plot 5

Q4 2022:

Completion of Permanent car park

B&NES Council is progressing plans for the relocation of street cleansing and the coach park
drop off to deliver up the site to Legal & General by summer 2020.

Q1 2022:

Commence on site of Phase 2

Q1 2023:

Completion of Phase 1

The site will then be developed in two distinct phases with the core of the Avon Street car
park site being developed as phase 1. Phase 2 (the former coach park site) will follow soon
after subject to market conditions.

Q2 2024:

Completion of Phase 2

Demolition of the Avon Street car park is due to take place in Q3 2020.

Phase 2
Jan 2022-Feb 2024

Phase 1
Sep 2020Jan 2023

Development Team
Since Outline Planning Permission was granted earlier this year, Legal & General and Bell
Hammer were selected as development partners to deliver the scheme. Legal & General
have appointed a best in class professional team to deliver the scheme including:
Developer:

Legal & General

Development Manager:

Bell Hammer

Architect:

AHMM

Landscape Architect:

Macgregor Smith

Project Manager:

Gardiner & Theobold

Planning Consultant:

Barton Willmore

Townscape Consultant:

Barton Willmore

Services Engineer:

Hoare Lea

Sustainability Consultant:

Hoare Lea

Structural Engineer:

Arup

Heritage:

Donald Insall Architects

Transport:

Arup

Proposed Scheme

Illustrative view of Avon Place along the Riverside promenade

Our Vision

A New Mixed Use Destination

To establish a new business address for Bath whilst creating a vibrant, happy
and sustainable “place” for residents and visitors to enjoy.

The scheme looks to present a collection of varied but harmonious buildings, that as a collective, sit
comfortably within the context of the rich architectural heritage of Bath.

To successfully deliver an exceptional, innovative, and environmentally
sustainable development that sensitively complements Bath’s UNESCO World
Heritage status, creating a world class, sustainable development and community
of happy people with long term value.

The massing reﬂects clear architectural and urban planning ideas providing relationships to the city,
immediate context, and the proposed building ensemble. Through changes in massing and façade
treatment, the buildings deﬁne and frame a series of diverse and characterful spaces - from the informal
back streets to the open space along the riverside.

The Phase 1 proposals will include the following:

5 New Buildings
324,850 sq ft
30,180 sq m

Ofﬁce space
177,600 sq ft
16,500 sq m

4 New public
squares
Retail / Leisure
19,375 sq ft
1,800 sq m

Car Parking

Up to 430 spaces
(320 public)

Residential

92 New homes

1,500 New jobs

40,900 sq ft
3,800 sq m

The Phase 2 will provide a further:

2 New Buildings
68,890 sq ft
6,400 sq m

Hotel

Ofﬁce space
64,580 sq ft
6,000 sq m

Up to 130 rooms

Uses / Access

Reception
Ofﬁce Space
Retail Unit
Car Park Access
Back of House
Support spaces
Stairs
Lift Cores
Management ofﬁce

Uses at Ground ﬂoor masterplan

Uses Strategy
Our proposals are centred on the early delivery of quality modern ofﬁce space and the new
car park. It will be purpose-built to function for business and the people of Bath – attracting
innovative companies, residents, high quality Food & Beverage retailers and visitors.

1,500 New jobs

We are also committed to creating a place that complements, not competes with Bath city
centre. Bath Bankside’s ground ﬂoor F&B offer is being designed as a place of character and
amenity in a collection of shared spaces.

Car Parking
320 public spaces
(inc. 17 disabled spaces)
54 ofﬁce spaces
46 residential spaces
10 other
430 approx. total spaces

Bath Bankside will not only change the way individuals work in Bath, it will serve as a catalyst
for business in the city as a whole. By providing ﬂexible, large, modern ofﬁce space we are
moving Bath towards the future with a new hub for business.

key access points to site
main entrances to buildings
Residential Use at upper levels
Ofﬁce use at upper levels
Hotel Use

Primary Uses & Key Access points

Basement Car Park - B1 level

Basement Car Park - B2 level

Building design

Residential Units
Ofﬁce Space
Hotel Use
Back of House
Stairs
Lift Cores

Typical Upper Level Masterplan - Level 1

Masterplan
Bath Bankside will be an important ofﬁce location not just for the city but in the wider regional
context. Our aim is to not only create a new place for the city but also a new business address
for the South West.

Modern businesses require progressive spaces; expansive ofﬁce, staff wellbeing, inspiring
sustainable environments, quality amenities and public real. We are focused on the future
and the part we can play in helping Bath realise its potential.

Our masterplan offers a range of building ﬂoorplates designed to allow for easy subdivision,
providing a wide range of potential tenant spaces.

KEY
Accessible terrace
Planted ﬂat roof
amenity
PV Array concealed
behind parapet
Fins concealing plant
below
ETFE/glass atrium
roof
Green/brown roof

Illustrative view from Beechen Cliff - Roofscape as ‘5th Facade’

Roof plan - Reﬂecting the building massing

Roofscape
The design of the roofs is seen as the ‘ﬁfth elevation’ so it is being carefully designed along
with the massing of the buildings and street elevations. The quality of materials and integration
of building elements come together in the roofscape coming in line with the richness of the
Bath’s existing roofscape.

Site Section through Plot 1& 2 - Ofﬁces - Connections to the River and City

Key

Public Realm - Vision and Places
Bath Bankside is to be a high quality, ofﬁce lead mixed use scheme comprising of new highquality buildings centred around new public spaces. Located in the heart of Bath, adjacent to
the River Avon, the scheme will look to contribute to the life, character and community of the
city as well as becoming a vital contributor to Bath’s economic growth. The development will
look to repair the historic street pattern of the north-south routes to the riverside and connecting
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back streets. The streets and spaces will aim to strengthen the strategic connections from the
city to the river, encouraging walking and cycling as a sustainable, active and healthy mode of
movement. The scheme will look to complement the existing Riverside Park, creating further
opportunities for life by the river to ﬂourish.
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Four character areas have deﬁned the design development of the scheme.
Riverside

Places & Gateways

City Network

AV
O

Back Streets

Street Network
The street network redeﬁnes the historic north-south routes as well as improving the connections
to the bus and train station and the city centre. A hierarchy of routes connects the city to the
river.

Places and Gateways
Avon Place &
Riverside Park
Avon Place will form a key arrival point
at the Riverside Park connecting the city
to the river. The Riverside Park forms a
unique asset within the development and
enables public access to the river for
passive and active recreation, enhancing
the biodiversity of the city, integrating ﬂood
attenuation and contributing to health and
wellness of users.
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Ambury Place will form a key arrival point for people travelling from the bus and railway
stations. Stepped seating walls will provide opportunities to overlook and enjoy the river and
accessible, graded routes into the Riverside Park will be retained. A proposed specimen tree,
wayﬁnding signage and quality natural stone surface ﬁnishes will celebrate the gateway into
the Riverside Park.

Bridge Place will form a new gateway where the city meets the river. A ﬂexible congregation
space will be created and will integrate the northern landing point of the new pedestrian
bridge. A pavilion and ground ﬂoor south-facing restaurant terraces will activate the space.
Crafted seating elements and specimen tree planting will create dwell spaces, whilst allowing
free movement through the space.

Public Realm - Street Network
City Network Streets
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Zebra crossings will be strategically placed in order to strengthen direct connections from the
city to the river. Street trees will be planted in small clusters, enhancing the green infrastructure
of the street. Key corners will be activated with reception spaces at ground ﬂoor levels. Street
furniture will be located near bus stops to provide comfortable spaces to wait and rest.

Avon Street will provide the primary north - south street connecting the river to Kingsmead
Square and the wider city. Key entrances to the proposed hotel and residential buildings will
activate this street, alongside other active uses. Tree planting, street furniture and seating walls
will complement the character and seating provision at Avon Place and the Riverside Park.

Back Streets
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Improvements to Somerset Street will
provide an enhanced pedestrian route
from Southgate Street, and the bus and
train stations. Raising of the levels along
Ambury will create a level, signalised
crossing, providing a strengthened
connection between Somerset Street
and Back Street.
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Little Somerset Square lies in the heart of the scheme, providing a positive space to rest and
meet up before dispersing to the Riverside or city. Activity at ground ﬂoor level will have
opportunities to spill out into the square. Seating elements, tree planting and a water feature will
create a comfortable and tranquil space.

The proposals seek to reinstate the historic Back Street, providing a secondary east - west
route running parallel to the Riverside Promenade. Back Street will form a vibrant small-scale
street with a variety of active uses at ground level. Opportunities for suspended lighting or
public art will add to the distinctive character of the street.

Heritage & Transport
Heritage
Until the early 18th Century the part of the city now known as Bath Quays North, consisted of
meadows and orchards which stretched down to the river from the city walls. The medieval
wall was demolished in 1723 when Avon Street was built, but its position survived as a
notable property boundary until the 1950s.
The growth of Bath during the Georgian period established a series of market gardens on
theses meadows to supply the new markets. The development of the river during this period
brought much commercial wealth to Bath with some 300,000 tonnes of freight carried on the
Kennet and Avon each year, although the opening of the Great Western Railway impacted on
this hugely when it opened in 1841.
Proximity to industry, however, brought about overcrowding, pollution and slum conditions
with more than 10,000 people living in this area. Much of the area was demolished after the
war and the introduction of prioritised vehicular transport has effectively cut this area off from
its wider environs.
The plans now being drawn up are a chance to once again reconnect this area with the wider
city, whilst staying close to its origins, in providing workspace for those that live and work
here.
The Bath branch of Donald Insall Associates has been asked to prepare a comprehensive
heritage report for the site, ensuring that its historic signiﬁcance is understood, and that it
can, in turn, help guide the design of the new buildings and landscape.
The impact upon the city, both from the street side and from the wider landscape will be
understood, so that the development sustains the Outstanding Universal Value of the City of
Bath World Heritage Site, whilst enhancing its immediate setting, including buildings such as
the Mission Theatre.

1844 - 1888 OS Map of site

Transport
Our design gives priority to walking, cycling and public transport, while still enabling essential
vehicle trips such as refuse collection and servicing.
The internal layout of the site is designed to function as a pedestrian-priority area, with limited
and restricted access for servicing and refuse collection vehicles out of hours. The interaction
between vehicles and people will be managed carefully by a dedicated estate management
team and there will be sufﬁcient width for people to move freely throughout the site in a
high quality public-realm environment. The proposals shall integrate the site into the existing
pedestrian and cyclist routes along the Riverside Park, provide enhanced links to city centre
and to the Bath Quays South development via the new bridge over the River Avon being
provided by others.
Outside the site, it is proposed to introduce some changes to the local highways, speciﬁcally
Ambury, Avon Street and Corn Street. The changes include:
-

Bus stop
with shelter
Loading bay
plots 3 - 5

Bus stop
on road

Service vehicles
Enter here

Main servicing
route
Servicing by
trolley to A1/A3
units

Taxi /
Loading bay
Plots 1 & 2

Service vehicles
Exit here
Car park
entrance ramp

Improved pedestrian crossing points on Ambury and Corn Street to connect from Milk
Street, Avon Street and Somerset Street into the development.

Bus stop
with shelter

-

Highway improvement measures to improve the environment for pedestrians along
Ambury and Corn Street.

-

A rearrangement of bus stops and shelters, retaining the existing capacity for buses
(A4 Air Decker, U5 and U1 University buses, X67 Faresaver and Bath Sightseeing City
Tour) but with higher quality bus shelters.

-

A dedicated taxi lay-by on Ambury and a pick-up/drop-off lay-by for service vehicles
on Corn Street.

The proposed development also provides a high quality basement car park which will provide
around 430 spaces which will be allocated to different user-types including 320 public spaces
using Space Indicators and other technology.

Transport and Delivery / Servicing routes

Energy / Sustainability
Energy and Sustainability
Legal & General strives for the highest quality design which adds value to the local area.
We also think the new buildings should achieve very high levels of sustainability, beating the
current regulations on things like energy and water savings.

Sustainability charter
The following core principles have been considered at all stages of the design process:
–
–

Zero carbon: The B&NES Council’s and Legal & General’s aspiration to design and
build net zero carbon developments in response to the climate emergency.
Happy people: Bath Bankside will be a well connected part of Bath city centre where
people can live, work and visit within a healthy environment.

A sustainability charter is being developed for Bath Bankside, with the aim to provide a holistic
approach to embedding sustainability within the development design and operation. The
charter is informed by national and local policy requirements, United Nations (UN) sustainable
development goals (SDGs) as well as the B&NES Council’s and Legal & General’s vision for
the development.
The charter follows the ﬁve capitals model of sustainability. The following straplines
capture the ‘why’ behind the theme, objectives and targets designed under each capital:
–

–

–

–
–

Physical: Building the future - A building that is not only the best it can be from day
one but has true longevity and be seen as a good practice example for future local
developments.
Social: Creating local connections - Working with the local community and education
institutions within the city to create career opportunities and encourage collaboration
between local businesses.
Economic: Creating new opportunities - Ensuring that priority is given to local small
and medium enterprises and local material providers will enable beneﬁts to the south
west to be realised.
Human: Healthy people – Providing a healthy environment for residents, workers and
visitors to create a place where people want to be.
Natural: Positive impact – Minimise and mitigate demand on natural resources with
consideration of long-term impact

Five capitals of Sustainability for the Bath Bankside Redevelopment

Approach to energy
The Energy Strategy will deﬁne the approach to minimising carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
and optimising energy efﬁciency within the development. The energy strategy will be developed
using a ‘fabric ﬁrst’ approach through the Be Lean, Be Clean and Be Green energy hierarchy
to maximise reduction in energy through passive design measures in the ﬁrst instance.

Be lean.

Be clean.

Be green.

Use Less

Supply Energy

Energy.

Efficiently.

Assess Low or Zero
Carbon (LZC) Energy
Sources.

Carbon emission calculation
As required by B&NES Council, the calculated regulated carbon emissions for the site will use
up to date carbon factors which are a more realistic representation of the carbon intensity of
the national grid as opposed to the outdated Building Regulations’ ﬁgures.

Risk of overheating
Overheating risk assessments will be completed for the apartments, ofﬁces and hotel in
accordance with the appropriate industry standards guidance (CIBSE TM59 and TM52
respectively). This analysis will be used to ensure that the fabric and building services are
designed to optimise energy reduction without causing detrimental impact to occupant health
via excessive internal temperatures.
The analysis will consider both current and predicted climate scenarios to ensure that the
development is designed to be adaptable for climate change.

Aspiration of zero carbon for operational emissions by 2030
Legal and General have set an aspiration to achieve net zero carbon for operational emissions
by 2030 in response to climate emergency that align with the B&NES Council’s declared
Climate Emergency.

How the capitals feed into the client vision

Summary

Illustrative view of Back St from Ambury St.

Key Beneﬁts of the Redevelopment

Your Feedback is Welcome…

Jobs: Legal & General recognises that UK cities need signiﬁcant investment to adapt, change
and innovate and is committed to working with partners to help future-proof the regional
economies of cities. On the Bath Bankside project we are committed to ensuring that local
individuals beneﬁt from the employment & skills opportunities generated as a result of the
development.

Please speak to one of the project team today, who will be happy to help with any comments
or queries you may have.

Working in collaboration with colleagues from Bath & North East Somerset Council we have
identiﬁed the following areas where we will focus our activities to ensure that local individuals
can gain sustainable careers. These are the areas where the skills gaps are most acute and
so while supporting individuals into these careers we are also addressing the local market
demand.
•
•
•
•

Professional sector such as quantity surveying, project management & digital
engineering.
Sustainability sector such as waste management, carbon management & sustainable
logistics.
Construction trades such as formwork, mechanical & electrical.
End use sector such as retail, hospitality and tourism.

In all of these areas we will be working with local training providers, schools, colleges &
universities to provide structured pathways into these careers. We will also look to futureproof this activity by ensuring that we integrate the supply chain into the development of the
capacity building of local training providers.
Homes: Bath needs new homes and this is a site that will make a great place to live. The site
has the potential to provide 94 new homes.
New Area of the City Centre: The site provides the opportunity to improve the existing
townscape of Bath City Centre and redevelop an underused site, with new and enhanced
public realm, improved connectivity and high quality, sustainable design.
Overall, the scheme represents a sensitively considered response to the need to integrate this
site back into the city centre along with connecting the city to the river. This key regeneration
area has the potential to deliver much needed additional high quality employment space to
support the wider economic objectives of the city. Active ground ﬂoor uses and a carefully
designed streetscape will ensure the built form is a natural extension to the Georgian Urban
form in the immediate vicinity.

We would request that you give us your comments on the feedback forms that are provided.
Alternatively, if you are in a rush, please email your comments to Jess Bain at
jess.bain@bartonwillmore.co.uk.

